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ABSTRACT
Efficient Human Resource Management is one of the most essential requirement for survival in this competitive world. It
is not possible for any organization to achieve its objectives without proper management of human resource. The
competitive & deregulatory force have brought a perceptible shift in the customers expectations.HR poses the biggest
challenge to the public sector banks in India.The study covers all the important areas of Human Resource Management
in bank. These areas include HR practice in banks such as Job Analysis, Recruitment, Performance appraisal, Training
& development, compensation etc along with HR issues and challenges. The purpose of this study is to find out major
issues & challenges faced by public sector bank in India. In this study the data has been collected from secondary
sources.
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INTRODUCTION
Indian banking sector is facing wide variety of opportunities and the bright future circumstances. The biggest
opportunity for Indian banking system today is Indian consumer. Demographic shift in term of income level
and culture shift in terms of life style aspirations are changing the profile of Indian consumers. This is and
will be key drivers of economic growth going forward.

HUMAN RESOURCE AMNAGEMENT
Human resource management is the process of proper and maximum utilization of available limited skilled
workforce. The core purpose of the human resource management is to make efficient use of existing human
resource in the organization. The best example at present situation is, construction industry has been facing
serious shortage of skilled workforce. It is expected to triple in the next decade from the present 30 percent,
will negatively impact the overall productivity of the sector, warn industry experts. Every organization’s
desire is to have skilled and competent people to make their organization more effective than their
competitors. Humans are very important assets for the organization rather than land and buildings, without
employees (humans) no activity in the organization can be done.

In other words we can say HRM practices play a very  important role in achieving the organization's goals and
maintain the competitive advantage. In banking sector HR function is not given much importance  as it
deserve, that's why it is causing certain serious issues and problems and hampering the growth and efficiency
of banking institution.

WHY HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT IS IMPORTANT FOR BANK
1. Human Resource Management is important for banks because banking is a service industry.

2. Banking has been and will always be a " People Business" .Though pricing is important ,there may be
other valid reasons why people select and stay with a particular bank.

3. Values such as "sound" , "reliable" , "innovative"," international", "close"," socially responsible"," Indian".
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4. Those who do not meet the customer expectations will find survival difficult in transparent situations with
a high level of competitiveness.

OBJECTIVES
1. To identify  HR  challenges / issues faced by Public Sector Bank in India.

2. To study HR practices of  Bank.

3. To suggest measures to solve HR issues.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This paper is descriptive in nature. In this paper secondary sources has been used for collecting data. The
secondary data has been collected from National and International Journals, Newspaper and various websites.

LITERATURE REVIEW
According to  Shilpi Singh (2013) Organizations all over are rushing to implement the latest ideas on
management, sometimes to the point of overuse. The major challenge now for banks as well as any other
organisation is therefore how to develop their social architecture that generates intellectual capital as the
quintessential driver of change. Developing the individual or human capacity is an integral element of
building capacity and, in fact, capacity building initiatives are now increasingly becoming almost an index of
institutional quality.

According to Surya Prakash Rathi and Neha Sharma (2014) Banking sector is a pillar on which the
Indian economy has been based and being a service industry this sector is based on its human resource. To
keep the economy growing at a good pace, banking industry plays the most important role and to keep the
banking system going, human resource has to be properly managed and developed in such a fast changing and
competitive environment.

According to KV Kamath, S S Kohli (2003) The biggest opportunity for Indian banking system today is
Indian consumer. Demographic shift in term of income level and culture shift in terms of life style aspirations
are changing the profile of Indian consumers. This is and will be key drivers of economic growth going
forward.So the opportunities are immense in Indian banking sectors. High population, liberalized government
policies etc are attracting the new private players. Existing players in banking industry are also trying to
increase efficiency and competitiveness by incorporating different new ways.

According to Priti Jain (2006) if any organization aspires to be growth oriented, people need to be trained,
motivated, rewarded, recognized and empowered to perform to their optimum capabilities. A Human resource
strategy must keep pace with the changing environment in terms of addressing changing needs and
expectations of customers and employees.

HR PRACTICES IN BANK
A) Job analysis: Job analysis involves collecting information about the characteristics of a job using one of
several methods: observation, interviewing, questionnaires,or more specialized job analysis methods such as
position or functional analysis. Organizations sometimes use a combination of job analysis methods. All the
Banking authorities reported that they follow a combination of several methods for job analysis of the
employee.

(B) Recruitment and selection: Public Sector Banks follows systematic procedure in recruitment and
selection activities. Indian Public Sector Banks use both methods of recruitment i.e., internal and external
markets. Usually, for clerical and officer posts, external market is used through advertising etc. On the other
hand, the managerial/executive positions are filled up through promotions and transfers i.e., for higher
positions the internal market is usually relied upon. In some of the PSBs in India, the practice of recruiting
specialists
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(C) Training and Development: HRD as one of the major functional area in HRM. Continuing education
and training programme’s are essential considerations to enrich their careers and excel their development.
Banking activities and knowledge is ever changing. In order to cope up with these changes and to develop
employee’s careers all banks established their own training institute. Those institutes organized different
types of training and development programmes based on the employees need. Those needs are identified by
need assessment activities.

Training is given emphasis by all banks, although not much systematic training need analysis is carried out.
The training colleges conduct training programmes for relatively junior level bank staff. For most of the
senior level training, banks depend on external agencies, especially foreign training organizations. Training
establishments of some of the bigger banks complain of under utilization.

(D) Performance Appraisal: Performance appraisal is the systematic, periodic and an impartial rating of the
employee’s excellence in matters pertaining to his present job and of his potentialities for a better job. (Edwin
B. Flipp). Public Sector Banks in India give more attention towards performance appraisal in the
organizations.

(E) Compensation: In general, the compensation in Public Sector banks is mostly based on seniority or
work experience. The Indian public sector banks should reward their professionally qualified employees by
scale upgradation and special increments besides motivating and encouraging them to acquire new
knowledge.

HR ISSUES /CHALLENGES
1) Talent Management: It has been classified in two category;

(A) Talent Acquisition- In India, public sectors banks are highly regulated that they itself can’t acquire talent
on their own basis. They are not provided much flexibility to attract talent on market price. That causes the
problem of peg on round hole. And create skill mismatch and has decreases the strength of employees in
recent times.

(B) Talent development- After Acquisition of talent it is very important to develop the skills in required way.
Because changes are always evident from environment and for keeping pace with that changes talent need to
be brushed up. Studies found that training and development are not well equipped in PSB’s, even not very
effective.

2) Staffing and promotion: Even in public sectors banks vacancies are fulfilled according to the availability
of seats not by the skills mismatch, this tendency is another problem for development of talent. Promotion
should be linked to the performance and experience both. But these concepts are virtually diluted in the
PSB’s and affect the best utilisation of skills, knowledge, abilities of workforce.

3) Performance Appraisal: Performance appraisal is the tool which is utilised by HR manager for
identifying the problem area and troubleshoot them for managing the performance up to the level. In Indian
public sector banks Performance appraisal is not used properly and not linked with the promotion and
incentives. It became only a paper activity, there is no such concept as 360 degree appraisal, which is widely
used by private sector banks.

4) Compensation and Incentives: Compensation and incentives are not linked with the performance of
employees in PSB’s. Every part of the remuneration and salary is regulated by the government. And some
time it causes the equality problem and leads to dissatisfaction of employee and this dissatisfaction lead to
employee turnover. Even the salary and remuneration are less in compare to other sectors that is why it is
least preferred job by the eminent talent.

5) High Employee turnover: Although, various vacancies are opening daily by banks and new employees
are joining different PSB’s but the employee turnover is increasing continuously. New joiners are migrating
in high amount from banks for joining new attractive sectors for better facilities and salaries. This turnover is
working as impediment for the proper functioning and growth of PSB’s.Various reasons are working behind
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high employee turnover like Low salary and poor fringe benefits compare to other industries, organisational
culture and monotonous work, High mental pressure etc.

6) Leadership Gap and Succession planning: Eminent top level executives are the strength of Indian
banking system. But the superannuation of these personalities is causing the problem of leadership gap. And
hardly any new bright talent join the banking and stay for long time, head poaching working as ice on the
cream. And talent development is not up to the mark that can fill the vacant top positions.

SUGGESTIONS
1) There should be proper arrangement of recruitment programme so that right person will get right job.

2) While there must be rewards for performance, non-performance must be punished/ reprimanded.

3) Promotions must be only on merit basis.

4) There must be uniform, impartial and balanced “employee performance review system.”
5) There must be a clearly defined system of succession planning and career growth planning in banks.

6) More openness, transparency in personal matters, high value of human dignity, people oriented
management system, creating belongingness and trust, two-way communication to reduce employee
turnover.

7) Banks should have a system, whereby the training needs of an employee are identified and are duly
fulfilled at every stage of career growth.

8) Compensation and incentives must be linked with the performance of employee.

9) Opportunity to work as a leader should be given to new bright talented employee.

CONCLUSION
In Human Resource Management we must treat our employees with respect and dignity because in the most
automated factory in the world, we need the power of human mind and for the high quality of minds to work
for us we must protect the respect and dignity. In Public Sector Banks Human Resource Management is
treated as supportive part not in main stream. But this psychology need to be considered again if Public Sector
Banks want to compete with private player. In this cut throat competition HR is the only sustainable
competitive advantage. So, best utilization, development and retention of talented workforce become
mandatory for Public Sector Banks. Hence, HR reform is the need of the day for Indian banking sector.
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